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Planting the Seed of 

 Holistic Wellness



How to Cultivate and Grow the Tree of Health
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App



Log in with your mobile number to start your healthy journey
today.
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Activities


Discover a world of healthy possibilities with our collection
of wellness activities designed to help 

you live your best life.






Step 

Tracking



Our mobile app offers a step-tracking feature that allows you
to monitor your daily physical activity and take steps towards
a more active lifestyle. Whether you're looking to improve
your overall health or meet a specific fitness goal, our
step-tracking feature makes it easy to track your progress and
stay motivated.
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Activities


Discover a world of healthy possibilities with our collection
of wellness activities designed to help 

you live your best life.






Vitals

Tracking



With our vitals tracking feature, you can monitor key health
indicators such as blood pressure, heart rate, and blood sugar
levels. This feature is essential for those with chronic
health conditions or anyone looking to maintain optimal
health. Keep track of your vitals easily and conveniently with
our mobile app.
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Activities


Discover a world of healthy possibilities with our collection
of wellness activities designed to help 

you live your best life.











Health

Compass



Our Health Compass feature is a powerful tool for quickly
evaluating your health risks and identifying potential areas
of concern. With just a few clicks, you can assess your
overall health and get personalized recommendations for
improving your well-being. This feature is especially useful
for those who want to take a proactive approach to their
health and identify potential issues before they become more
serious.
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Activities


Discover a world of healthy possibilities with our collection
of wellness activities designed to help 

you live your best life.











Rewards



Our Reward program incentivizes healthy behaviour. You can
earn rewards for achieving daily step goals, meeting water
intake goals, reading blogs, taking quizzes and more. This
program is a fun and motivating way to stay on track with your
health and wellness goals.
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Reward  Program



With our app's Reward Program, healthy habits really pay off!



You can earn rewards for completing your step goal, tracking
sleep and water intake, taking the Health Risk Assessment
(HRA), reading blogs, and other health-related activities.














How  it works



So what are you waiting for? 

Download our mobile app now & start growing your tree and
taking control of your health journey today!
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Step 01


Download and install the app on your device.
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Step 02


Log in using your mobile number and Google email to
receive a seed, which represents the start of your
health journey.
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Step 03


Engage in health-related activities like step tracking,
sleep tracking, and taking the HRA test to earn points
and help your tree grow.
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Step 04


Keep up with your healthy habits to ensure your tree
stays healthy and strong.
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Step 05


Make healthy habits rewarding with every completed
activity, earning you coins along the way.
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Step 06


Stay motivated & on top of your health by tracking your
progress & seeing your tree grow with each healthy
activity you complete.




















Frequently Asked  Questions



You are also servicing the need for offline conversation and
experience through faster and always 

available online mechanisms.
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What is Life Rewards





HDFC Life Rewards is a Health & Wellness platform
which provides access to a variety of health related
activities that enables you to live a healthier life
and earn rewards.








How can I grow my Tree of Health and earn points?





On completion of health related activities on a regular basis such as
Health Risk Assessment, Steps, Sleep, Water, Quiz etc. Will help you to
grow your tree of health and earn points.








Which activities can help me to earn rewards?





You can click on the rewards points on dashboard where you can find
two sections: Ledger and How to Earn. In How to Earn section, you can
view the list of activities for which you will be rewarded with points.








How can I view the points earned?





You can click on the rewards points on dashboard where you can find
two sections: Ledger and How to Earn. In Ledger section, you can view
the points earned with respect to activities.








How can I track steps, sleep and active hours?





Google Fit Application can be synced with Life Rewards to help you track
your Steps, Sleep and Active hours.
	a. Click on Toggle button in Menu section and allow permission to
connect with Google Fit.
	b. Select your Google Account ID which is configured in your phone.










How to take a Health Risk Assessment?





Go to “Finish Health Compass” Section and answer the set of questions
to complete the Health Risk Assessment.








How to book a blood test?





Click on “Get a health check-up” option in Marketplace Section and
select package, location and lab for booking a blood test.








How to take a Disease Management Program?






You can take a disease management program by clicking on “Manage
lifestyle diseases” option in Marketplace Section.








How can I check my Depression, Anxiety and Stress Score?






Go to Tools in the Menu Section where you can select “DASS 21” and
answer the set of questions to view the Depression, Anxiety and Stress
Score.








How can I check my Heart Age Score?






Go to ‘Tools’ option in the Menu Section and select “Heart Age” option.
Answer the set of questions to view the Heart Age Score.
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Activities


Discover a world of healthy possibilities with our collection
of wellness activities designed to help you live your best
life.














Step Tracking



Our mobile app offers a step-tracking feature that allows
you to monitor your daily physical activity and take steps
towards a more active lifestyle. Whether you're looking to
improve your overall health or meet a specific fitness
goal, our step-tracking feature makes it easy to track
your progress and stay motivated.
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Vitals Tracking



With our vitals tracking feature, you can monitor key
health indicators such as blood pressure, heart rate, and
blood sugar levels. This feature is essential for those
with chronic health conditions or anyone looking to
maintain optimal health. Keep track of your vitals easily
and conveniently with our mobile app.
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Health Compass



Our Health Compass feature is a powerful tool for quickly
evaluating your health risks and identifying potential
areas of concern. With just a few clicks, you can assess
your overall health and get personalized recommendations
for improving your well-being. This feature is especially
useful for those who want to take a proactive approach to
their health and identify potential issues before they
become more serious.
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Rewards



Our Reward program incentivizes healthy behaviour. You can
earn rewards for achieving daily step goals, meeting water
intake goals, reading blogs, taking quizzes and more. This
program is a fun and motivating way to stay on track with
your health and wellness goals.
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With our app's Reward Program, healthy habits really pay off!



You can earn rewards for completing your step goal, tracking
sleep and water intake, taking the Health Risk Assessment
(HRA), reading blogs, and other health-related activities.
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How  it works



So what are you waiting for? 

Download our mobile app now & start growing your tree and
taking control of your health journey today!
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Download and install the app on your device.
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Step 02


Log in using your mobile number and Google email to
receive a seed, which represents the start of your
health journey.
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Step 03


Engage in health-related activities like step tracking,
sleep tracking, and taking the HRA test to earn points
and help your tree grow.
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Step 04


Keep up with your healthy habits to ensure your tree
stays healthy and strong.
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Step 05


Make healthy habits rewarding with every completed
activity, earning you coins along the way.
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Step 06


Stay motivated & on top of your health by tracking your
progress & seeing your tree grow with each healthy
activity you complete.




















Frequently Asked  Questions



You are also servicing the need for offline conversation and
experience through faster and always available online
mechanisms.










What is Life Rewards





HDFC Life Rewards is a Health & Wellness platform
which provides access to a variety of health related
activities that enables you to live a healthier life
and earn rewards.








How can I grow my Tree of Health and earn points?





On completion of health related activities on a regular basis such as
Health Risk Assessment, Steps, Sleep, Water, Quiz etc. Will help you to
grow your tree of health and earn points.








Which activities can help me to earn rewards?





You can click on the rewards points on dashboard where you can find
two sections: Ledger and How to Earn. In How to Earn section, you can
view the list of activities for which you will be rewarded with points.








How can I view the points earned?





You can click on the rewards points on dashboard where you can find
two sections: Ledger and How to Earn. In Ledger section, you can view
the points earned with respect to activities.








How can I track steps, sleep and active hours?





Google Fit Application can be synced with Life Rewards to help you track
your Steps, Sleep and Active hours.
	a. Click on Toggle button in Menu section and allow permission to
connect with Google Fit.
	b. Select your Google Account ID which is configured in your phone.










How to take a Health Risk Assessment?





Go to “Finish Health Compass” Section and answer the set of questions
to complete the Health Risk Assessment.








How to book a blood test?





Click on “Get a health check-up” option in Marketplace Section and
select package, location and lab for booking a blood test.








How to take a Disease Management Program?






You can take a disease management program by clicking on “Manage
lifestyle diseases” option in Marketplace Section.








How can I check my Depression, Anxiety and Stress Score?






Go to Tools in the Menu Section where you can select “DASS 21” and
answer the set of questions to view the Depression, Anxiety and Stress
Score.








How can I check my Heart Age Score?






Go to ‘Tools’ option in the Menu Section and select “Heart Age” option.
Answer the set of questions to view the Heart Age Score.
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Activities


Discover a world of healthy possibilities with our collection
of wellness activities designed to help you live your best
life.














Step Tracking



Our mobile app offers a step-tracking feature that allows
you to monitor your daily physical activity and take steps
towards a more active lifestyle. Whether you're looking to
improve your overall health or meet a specific fitness
goal, our step-tracking feature makes it easy to track
your progress and stay motivated.
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Vitals Tracking



With our vitals tracking feature, you can monitor key
health indicators such as blood pressure, heart rate, and
blood sugar levels. This feature is essential for those
with chronic health conditions or anyone looking to
maintain optimal health. Keep track of your vitals easily
and conveniently with our mobile app.
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Engage in health-related activities like step tracking,
sleep tracking, and taking the HRA test to earn points
and help your tree grow.
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Step 04


Keep up with your healthy habits to ensure your tree
stays healthy and strong.
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Make healthy habits rewarding with every completed
activity, earning you coins along the way.
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Stay motivated & on top of your health by tracking your
progress & seeing your tree grow with each healthy
activity you complete.
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What is Life Rewards





HDFC Life Rewards is a Health & Wellness platform
which provides access to a variety of health related
activities that enables you to live a healthier life
and earn rewards.








How can I grow my Tree of Health and earn points?





On completion of health related activities on a regular basis such as
Health Risk Assessment, Steps, Sleep, Water, Quiz etc. Will help you to
grow your tree of health and earn points.
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You can click on the rewards points on dashboard where you can find
two sections: Ledger and How to Earn. In How to Earn section, you can
view the list of activities for which you will be rewarded with points.
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Google Fit Application can be synced with Life Rewards to help you track
your Steps, Sleep and Active hours.
	a. Click on Toggle button in Menu section and allow permission to
connect with Google Fit.
	b. Select your Google Account ID which is configured in your phone.










How to take a Health Risk Assessment?





Go to “Finish Health Compass” Section and answer the set of questions
to complete the Health Risk Assessment.








How to book a blood test?





Click on “Get a health check-up” option in Marketplace Section and
select package, location and lab for booking a blood test.








How to take a Disease Management Program?






You can take a disease management program by clicking on “Manage
lifestyle diseases” option in Marketplace Section.








How can I check my Depression, Anxiety and Stress Score?






Go to Tools in the Menu Section where you can select “DASS 21” and
answer the set of questions to view the Depression, Anxiety and Stress
Score.
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Go to ‘Tools’ option in the Menu Section and select “Heart Age” option.
Answer the set of questions to view the Heart Age Score.
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